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RGS Field Visit to Antrim, Northern Ireland – Saturday, September 15th 

to Saturday 22nd, 2012 
 
This is a summary report specifically for the RGS Newsletter; a full, comprehensive report is being 
compiled separately and as well as being available to members will be part of the RGS exhibit at 
the Geologists Association Festival of Geology at UCL, London on Saturday November 10. 
 

Saturday, September 15
th 
– the journey and Ballygally 

Twenty members of the RGS made their way to Gatwick to 
catch the 08.50 Flybe flight to Belfast. When the sun rose it 
was visible and we all felt it was a good omen for the week to 
come. We were met promptly at George Best Belfast City 
Airport by Kirkwood Coaches and the journey north up the east 
coast road was for many of us our first experience of Northern 
Ireland and what a pleasant joy it was. We soon arrived at The 
Halfway House Hotel, close to the beach and overlooking the 
Irish Sea to the hills of Galloway and what proved to be a 
friendly, excellent home for the week. 

 
We were met by Philip Doughty, who had originally planned to escort us all week but through 
unexpected ill health had had to restrict his involvement. He had very kindly found other local, 
expert volunteers to guide us around the planned sites on separate days and the itinerary had 
been adjusted to manage their availability. Philip whetted our appetite by introducing us to the 
overall geology of Antrim and how this would relate to the new itinerary, after which we trialed the 
Hotel’s bar and food menus to sustain our more natural appetites. 
 
The afternoon was unscheduled so after lunch we 
split into separate groups, some walking up the 
coastal road northwards whilst others went south 
toward the village of Ballygally. The beaches 
stretched in either direction and were dominated by 
boulders of white limestone, known as the Ulster 
White Limestone (UWLF), flint and very dark 
boulders of basalt. We were to find out in more 
detail later in the week that the basalt was from the 
Lower Basalt Formation (LBF) that had been 
unconformably laid on the UWLF, Northern 
Ireland’s equivalent to the Upper Chalk of southern 
England. The cliffs of this part of Antrim displayed 
this sequence beautifully and the beaches 
reflected their eroded remains (see photo right). We were all baffled by the hardness of the chalk 
compared to the same sequence rock we were used to, but we were later to learn the density of 
the chalk in Antrim was increased by a secondary crystallization of calcite during its early 
formation. 
 
In the evening we were joined by Christine and Robin Hooper, RGS members, who had been on a 
6 week tour around the coast of Ireland; they were staying in their own campervan but were to join 
us each day during the week. 
 

Sunday, September 23
rd

 – Carrickarade and Ballintoy 
The day started with a 1 hour coach journey north up the coastal road and across to the north 
Antrim coast; sunshine and heavy showers followed us on the trip and stayed with us all the day 
and much of the week to follow. At the National trust car park of Carrickarade in Larrybane Bay we 
were met by our leader for the day, Dr Paul Lyle. Paul first gave us a chronological overview of the 
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region explaining that after the deposition of the chalk during the Cretaceous the sea level 
dropped exposing the land. The development of plants and forests together with natural weather 
erosion produced an undulating and karst land surface. Early in the Palaeogene, about 60 Ma, the 
split between the Eurasian and North Atlantic plates (proto North Atlantic) started impacting on 
what was to become the Irish and west Scottish coasts. The separation was initiated by stretching 
and rifting in the continental crust, the first phase of which was an explosive volcanic environment 
at points along fissures, followed later by basaltic lava eruptions, rather like we see occurring in 
present-day Iceland. The lava eruptions appeared to occur in two separate time periods separated 
by a relatively dormant period when weathering produced vegetation and a soil horizon. The lava 
production periods are called the Lower Basalt Formation (LBF) and the Upper Basalt Formation 
(UBF) with the period between forming the Interbasaltic Formation. 

 
Carrickarade was the product of a volcanic eruption through the 
chalk (UWLF) during the earliest developments of the first 
volcanic phase and the visual remains existed as a near circular 
volcanic vent, surrounded by dolerite sheet dykes, in the parent 
chalk rock. This agglomerate vent had been split and eroded by 
the sea producing a small island, now connected to the mainland 
by a rope bridge, supervised by the National Trust. We walked 
along the cliff path and across the bridge to the island, stopping 
at various locations to listen to Paul explain about the detail of 
the exposures, the faulting in area, the subsequent covering of 
basalts by fissure eruptions and recent history of quarrying at this 
location, both in the basalts and the chalk. The strong sea breeze 
and a 30 m drop to crashing waves below made the walk across 
the rope bridge a memorable experience. 
 
We returned to the car park just as another heavy shower blew in 
and settled to enjoy our picnic lunch. 

 
The coach then transported us to the local 
village of Ballintoy and parked in the harbour. 
Paul explained that the car park was in fact 
straddling an E-W fault; chalk in the cliffs to 
the south and the Lower Basalts exposed on 
the foreshore and islands to the north. The 
down-throw was in the north and there was 
evidence of ‘drag-down’ in the chalk bedding 
adjacent to the fault. We then took a short 
walk east to examine another volcanic plug, 
called the Bendoo plug, similar in occurrence 
to that of Carrickarade (see photo right). 
 
Retracing our steps we then followed the coast path west from the harbour, examining the basalt 
lava layers in more detail, discussing the raised beach location adjacent to the cliffs, erratics from 
Scotland and looking at evidence of Lias clay underneath the chalk through spring locations. At 
the eastern end of White Park Bay the tide allowed us to view the grey Lias clay underneath the 
chalk in situ and appreciate why the cliffs all around the coast were so susceptible to slippage. 
 
Thanks and appreciation were expressed to Paul Lyle and his wife for making the day so 
interesting and entertaining. 
 

Monday, September 17
th

- Cushendun and Cushendall 
This day was scheduled to be self-led and David Ward took up the challenge with a pile of maps 
and notes kindly supplied by Philip Doughty. A short drive north from Ballygally took us to 
Cushendun, before the main road turns inland. The group disembarked the coach and walked 
north along Cushendun Beach looking for an exposure of the oldest rocks in the region, equivalent 
to the Dalradian rocks of Scotland. At the very northern end we found these highly 
metamorphosed sediments, exactly the same as the Dalradian sequence in Scotland. Of specific 
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interest to the group was a dyke intrusion of 
pink porphyry into these ancient rocks, 
apparently of Ordovician age (see photo left). 
The attractive rock had clear zonation in the 
feldspar crystals and was locally called the 
‘Cushendun Porphyry’. 
 
Returning back along the beach we continued 
into the village of Cushendun and adjacent to 
the harbor found a track leading to a small 
beach and a cliff and cave system comprising 
a thick sequence of mixed size, rounded 
cobbles cemented together by a red 
quartzite. David explained the conglomerate 
was Devonian in age (430 Ma) and without 

fossil evidence was controversially attributed to the Cross Slieve Group. The group then explored 
the cave system and noted that whilst most of the cobbles were quartzite there was about 5% of 
igneous origin. 
 
We returned to the coach for our picnic lunch and drove inland for a short distance to take a look 
at the Quaternary landscape from a hilltop viewpoint. A strong breeze and driving rain added to the 
challenge but the linking of 3 or 4 glacial valleys a short distance inland from Cushendall could 
clearly be seen although the appearance of a lovely rainbow seaward was a tempting distraction. 
 
Returning to the coast we parked in Cushendall 
and walked to a small harbour area and spent a 
short time looking for another example of a 
porphyritic igneous intrusion. There was some 
debate about the difference between the two 
exposures and whether they represent different 
timescales. David then directed us back to the 
parking area and beyond to the beach adjacent 
to the Lifeboat Station. In this area there was a 
return to a red conglomerate, similar to that 
examined before lunch but which had a wider 
variety of sources for the cobbles and more 
obvious sandy sequences in the bedding. It was 
explained that this sequence was probably 
different to that in Cushendun but with a later 
date, perhaps late Devonian or even early Permian but there was no helpful biostratigraphical 
evidence; the issue was hotly debated. 
 
With the weather clearing and a clear blue sky developing we drove south toward Glenarm and 
stopped on the coastal road to look into a series of 5 caves, created adjacent to the road on (what 
we were to learn later was) a raised beach created 6 ka ago. The raised beach formed the 
foundation to the coastal road all the way to Larne in the south. 
 
Thanks to David for his efforts and leadership in an area he had never visited prior to the day. 
 

Tuesday September 18
th

 – Murlough Bay and Ballycastle Bay 
Our leader for the day, Dr Peter Millar, met us at Ballygally and escorted the coach to the north 
coast once again. On route we stopped at a few Quaternary sites, notably Lake Loughaveema, 
commonly known as the ‘Disappearing Lake’ with a haunted reputation. Peter described the 
history and reasons for its rapid drainage. The lake was close to empty but later in the week we 
saw it filled. 
 
On arrival at the cliff-top at Murlough Bay, our leader, Peter, gave us an overview of the visible 
cliffs and coastline and how the rocks relate closely to the Highland or Grampian terrane in 
Scotland. Visible in the cliffs to the east, but confused by slippage were the Dalradian rocks 
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overlain unconformably by a series of Triassic beds, themselves unconformably covered by the 
Cretaceous beds of the chalk or UWLF. We then walked down the steep road to the cliff bottom, 
pondering the thought of having to climb back up after a picnic lunch! 
 
Peter then led us along a path to the Bay itself and the exposure of Dalradian folded schists. He 
explained how these are related to the Dalradian of Scotland; with the occurrence of major nappe 

features to the east suggested the bedding was 
probably inverted. A boulder on the beach 
displayed the beautiful fold features of the schists. 
Returning west we were confronted with red beds 
of sandstones and grits of Carboniferous age. 
Adjacent to these, the lavas exposed on the edge 
of the beach were surprisingly Carboniferous rather 
than Palaeogene, as might have been expected 
from the main deposits along the Antrim coast. The 
Carboniferous is downfaulted by as much as 400 m 
to the north by the Great Gaw Fault which runs 
east-west along the foreshore from Murlough Bay 
to Ballycastle Bay. 
 

Lunch was eaten in glorious sunshine overlooking the unusual Carboniferous lavas (see photo 
above). 
 
On the trek back up the cliff a rest-stop was taken to look at a view to the East of Fair Head. The 
upper cliff was shaped by the columnar shapes of the Palaeogene, Fair Head Sill and, below a 
scree covered step, was another cliff formed by the parallel Binnagapple Sill. After an examination 
of the junction between the UWLF and the Fair Head Sill at the top of the cliff we all scrambled 
onto the coach for a welcome rest. 
 
The coach then took us to Ballycastle where Peter 
explained the geology and history of the attempts to 
mine the coal seams in the Carboniferous beds of 
the region. We examined an adit entrance and a 
significant dolerite dyke, then spent a period on the 
beach looking at examples of fossil wood in the 
sandstone beds exposed on the foreshore (see 
photo right). 
 
Peter escorted us back to Ballygally where we 
thanked him for leading another fantastic day. 
 

Wednesday September 19
th

 - Portrush and The Giants Causeway 
With the weather again very changeable but promising improvement we set off back to the north 
Antrim coast to meet up with our leader for the day, Ian Enlander, at Ramore Head, Portrush. The 

first site was an exposure of Jurassic Lias rocks that 
had been baked by the intrusion of a Palaeogene 
dolerite sill (Portrush sill) and metamorphosed the 
sediments to hornfels (see photo). Ian dramatically 
described how the site played an important part in the 
historical development of geology. The controversy 
between the so called Neptunists and Vulcanists in the 
18

th
 century came to a head when discussing the 

occurrence of ammonites in these beds, neither 
realizing at the time how metamorphism can affect the 
properties of rocks. We spent a while looking at the 
ammonite fossils and imagining how our knowledge 
had developed through the debates of our forefathers. 
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Ian then led us east on the coach stopping to view Dunluce Castle, built on another Palaeogene 
volcanic vent, similar to Carrickarade. Further east we stopped for lunch overlooking the waves 
crashing onto the beach at Portballintrae and our hearts lifting as the sun started to gain 
confidence in the sky. 
 
The Giants Causeway is a World Heritage site owned by The National Trust and visited by a 
continuous stream of tourist coaches and cars. We felt quite privileged to be visiting such a 
famous site and escorted by a local, expert geologist. Ian led us down the access road, stopping 
to view specific locations and areas that helped understand the history of the Causeway Basalts. 
We also learned how the artist Susannah Drury in ca 1740 helped the geological awareness of the 
site and once again, why the Causeway coast became such a polarization for the Neptunists and 
Vulcanists controversy. 
 

After the deposition of the LBF there 
was a period of volcanic dormancy 
during which the surface was 
weathered. A soil horizon and an eroded 
landscape developed; this is visible 
today as an orange coloured laterite bed 
- the Port na Spaniagh Member.  Locally 
in the north of Antrim large volumes of 
fissure lavas then erupted and 
preferentially flowed down the eroded 
valley structures, ‘ponding’ often in 
localities where river water already was 
settled or flowed. This combination of 
unusual circumstances led to the 
spectacular shapes and columnar 
jointed basalts we see at The Giants 
Causeway. Ian explained how the 

jointing developed, pointed out the three main flow layers in the Causeway Basalts and stated that 
they were tholeiitic basalt, chemically unlike other basalt lavas in 
Northern Ireland. Not seen at this location was a weathered surface 
on top of these basalts; the two Laterite beds and the Causeway 
Basalts comprise the Interbasaltic Formation. 
 
After spending time examining the Causeway Basalts we walked 
around Port Noffer Bay to admire the famous ‘Organ Pipes’ (see 
photo right) and climbed up a path to look at the Port na Spaniagh 
Member at close quarters. The path then went round the headland 
and into Port Rheostan where yet another ‘wow factor’ was 
experienced as ‘The Amphitheatre’ and the unusual curved columns 
of ‘The Giant’s Harp’ were revealed. Retracing our steps we then 
climbed up steps to the clifftop and enjoyed a birds-eye view of the 
Giants Causeway on the route back to the coach. 
 
The day had surpassed all our high expectations and many thanks 
were expressed to Ian Enlander for his expert guidance and 
leadership throughout. 
 

Thursday September 20
th

 – Larne Foreshore and the road north to Glenarm 
We were met on a rather overcast day in Ballygally by Dr Mike Simms who took us a short 
distance south to Waterloo Bay, just north of Larne. Mike explained that the visible beds were 
sediments that had collected in a basin structure that had subsequently been uplifted upwards to 
the north by 25

o
, producing the section of layered beds visible on the shoreline. 

 
We started at the lowest layer, which Mike explained was the top of the Mercia Mudstone Group 
and called the Collin Glen Formation (equivalent to the Tea Green Marls in England). The 
mudstone was a variable red and green colour and indicative of a brackish lagoonal environment. 
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Moving north there was a sudden lithological change to a dark 
grey pyritized shale (see photo right), deposited in the late 
Triassic (Rhaetic) period, when a marine transgression had 
markedly increased the % salinity. This group of beds is part of 
the Penarth Group and known as the Westbury Formation. 
The silty layers were relatively flat in section but suddenly 
changed to a distorted and churned-up layer, which Mike 
indicated was the change to the Cotham Member of the 
Lilstock Formation (see photo below). We discussed the cause 

of the violent but localized folding/churning 
which apparently was commonplace over a wide 
area of the UK, notably in the corresponding 
beds in the Severn Valley near Bristol. Mike was 
able to convince us that the root of the 
movement was probably an earthquake, 
perhaps magnitude >10. 
 
At the top of the Cotham member the deposition 
returns to a more stable, layered condition with 
ripple marks imprinted on the surface and into a 
more regular dark, silty mudstone. A few metres 
beyond this we were finding small ammonites in 
the section indicating a return to improved 

marine condition. Mike clarified that this was the Triassic-Jurassic boundary; he opened our eyes 
to the international debates as to where the official type-section for the T-J boundary should be 
located and how Waterloo Bay had been a major candidate for this. He also described how bones 
of a rare Ichthyosaur had been discovered in this bed in Larne. 
 
Further up the succession and for more than 100m north to the top of Waterloo Bay was the 
Jurassic Waterloo Mudstone Formation (Lower Lias). The complete succession in the Bay had 
been hardened by thermal affects which Mike surmised may have been a local Palaeogene 
intrusion about 100 m westward. 
 
With the tide threatening we then took a short walk beyond the small headland and back onto the 
upper foreshore, this time being the UWLF. It was explained that the lowest Cretaceous layer in 
Northern Ireland is the Hibernian Greensands Formation, differing significantly from the 
Greensands of England.  Above this is the UWLF which equates to the post-Santonian Upper 
Chalk Group in England. The hardening of the chalk in Ulster was believed to be caused by a 
recrystallisation during diagenesis, post flint formation. Mike explained that the UWLF finally 
became exposed above the sea and suffered a period of karst-style surface erosion before the 
Palaeogene volcanics. In the surface hollows and valleys of the limestone there occurs a ‘clay with 
flints’ deposit; differing from that in England as the source of the clay was derived from volcanic 
dust during the early phase of volcanism about 60 Ma. This red flinty layer was visible in the low 
cliffs we were examining together with cobbles of basalt, confirming the change in environment at 
this period of time. 
 
We then returned to The Halfway House Hotel for a 
short lunch and to link up again with our trip 
coordinator and leader for the afternoon, Philip 
Doughty. The weather closed in as forecast to 
continuous rain but the plan anyway had been to 
move north along the coast, sitting in the coach and 
stopping at various locations, so the weather merely 
biased the time in favour of the coach travel. After 
retracing our journey to Larne we started our trip 
near Waterloo Bay. Philip gave us a running 
commentary about the surface geology and faulting 
history along the coast as well as inland, pointing 
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out visible highlights. At Ballygally Head we stopped to admire the massive columnar jointing of 
one of only a few dolerite volcanic plugs along the East Antrim coast. The UWLF overlain by 
basalt lava flows gave us some impressive cliff views (see photo page 8). Philip explained the 
UWLF Members to be found in the region, notably the Boheeshane, the Larry Bane and the 
Ballintoy chalks, all attributed to the Campanian stage in the Cretaceous. 
 
The history of the road and its engineering successes and failures were explained, with particular 
reference to the lost access to prime collecting sites in the Lias! Philip is also an expert on the 
Industrial and mining history of the area and locations and archaeology were pointed out to us. We 
stopped at Garron Point and were able to escape the coach for a short period to admire the 
rotational slumping of UWLF and LBF in the cliff degradation and its impact on the road location 

(see diagram left). A short walk also enabled us to 
view closely the basalt on the limestone and collect 
samples of both, together with a few fossils exposed 
in a Lias surface, not thought however, to be in situ. 
Dr Mike Simms left us at this point and we all 
expressed our appreciation of his fascinating 
explanations and how, for us, he had brought to life 
the visually unattractive rocks at Larne 

 
The journey continued as far as the Quay at Glenariff where Philip again gave us a history of the 
ferry and shipping and how they related to industrial decline in the region. He returned with us to 
Ballygally and joined us for dinner enabling us all to thank him profusely for both his efforts to 
manage a superb geological itinerary with great daily leaders plus his own knowledgeable 
contribution that afternoon. 
 

Friday September 21
st
 – Coalpit Bay and Helen’s Bay 

The weather had improved amazingly for our last full day in Northern Ireland. We drove south, 
through Belfast, east along the County Down coast to meet our leader, Dr Bernard Anderson, in 
the car park at Coalpit Bay, Donaghadee. Bernard introduced us to the geological concept of 
terranes and explained that the three that comprised the basement of Northern Ireland were 
shared with the Scottish mainland; the Grampian Terrane, Midland Terrane and the Southern 
Upland Terrane. We could see the hills of Galloway across the Irish Sea and Bernard explained 
that our site was in the S. Uplands Terrane and the rocks on either side were nearly identical. 
 
He then set the tectonic scene by explaining that the rocks in this area were a product of the 
Caledonian orogeny with the collision of three main continents, Laurentia, Avalonia and Baltica, 
the former two being the primary influence on the UK. The Iapetus Sea between them closed with 
the usual tectonic features of subduction, island arc formation, sediment accretion and volcanics. 
 
The first rocks examined at the northern 
extremity of Coalpit Bay were a group of layered 
greywackes (see foreground in photo right). 
Bernard explained that these mixed sediments 
are thought to have been produced from 
erosional debris from Laurentia slipping and 
sliding in turbidity channels down the 
accretionary wedge of the subduction zone. They 
were then accreted themselves into the wedge in 
the early Silurian period. We were challenged to 
consider which way up the beds were….not so 
simple we discovered. The rocks were part of the 
Coalpit Bay Greywacke Formation and had been 
overturned such that the top of each bed was in 
reality the underside, and the bed ages became younger to the north. 
 
We moved a few tens of metres to the south and noted an igneous dyke, about 2 m wide cross-
cutting a section of shales. The dyke was a lamprophyre which had been dated Silurian (420 Ma) 
and Bernard pointed out an interesting transform fault that had separated the dyke sequentially. 
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The tide was beginning to threaten us so Bernard took the opportunity to demonstrate the 
proliferation of graptolite fossils in these particular shales, classified as Upper Birkhill Shales, and 
explained how the this particular fossil genera had been used by historical researchers, such as 
Lapworth, to clarify the sequence of Ordovician and Silurian shale beds. 
 

North of the lamprophyre dyke faulting had 
exposed a small anticline which gave access to 
the oldest beds to be found during today’s visit, 
the late Ordovician Glen Kiln Shales, overlain by 
chert bands and the Lower and Upper Hartfell 
Shales (all part of the Moffat Shale Group). With 
the tide still threatening we moved southwards 
across a small embayment and examined some 
pale bentonite in the Silurian Birkhill Shales, 
apparently a result of a period of vulcanicity and 
ash-fall (see photo left). 
 
We then moved a short distance further south 
and crossed a major fault band, returning us to 

the greywackes, but this time with the beds aligned a different way. Bernard pointed out groove 
marks on the base of the near vertical beds and suggested they were marks created by one bed 
of mud sliding over another prior to their burial. In some cases the marks indicated two or three 
different slide marks in varying directions. 
 
Bernard explained that individual beds in this part of the terrane all suggested the youngest 
sections pointed north whereas Graptolite evidence clearly indicated the younger rocks were 
progressively southwards. This dilemma was explained by the way in which the sedimentary rocks 
were accreted onto the Laurentian continent during subduction movement. This occurred in 
separate phases or ‘tracts’, each separated by a strike/slip fault; about 30 separate ‘tracts’ had 
been identified in this terrane, from a few hundred metres to 4 km across. The morning had been 
spent moving across one of the ‘tracts’. 
 
We retraced our steps to the car park and enjoyed our packed lunches in warm sunshine with a 
great view over the Bay. 
 
The coach then took us to our afternoon stop at Helen’s Bay. Before we made our way to the Bay, 
Bernard gave us some background of the history behind the naming of Helen’s Bay and our first 
stop, Horse Rock. Helen Selina Blackwood nee Sheridan, Baroness Dufferin and Claneboye was a 
composer, song writer, poet and author as well as being admired as a fashionable beauty in 
London Society. With her two other sisters, Caroline and Georgiana, they had become known as 
‘The Three Graces’ and had made a big impact on the literary scene and Society in the early 19

th
 

century. 
 
We stopped first at the North West end of 
Helen’s Bay to examine a sodium rich dolerite 
(spilite), fine grained, heavily metamorphosed 
and brecciated. It was explained that this rock 
was part of the original Iapetus oceanic basalt 
crust, intruded under the sea and hence had a 
sodium rich Plagioclase chemistry. It was of 
Ordovician age, likely older than the Moffat 
shales we examined in Coalpit Bay. A short 
walk around the headland led us to Horse rock, 
accessed via a steep path (see photo right). It 
was here that Bernard explained that pillow 
lavas had been identified in 1970, perhaps 
connected to the adjacent dolerite. The 
exposure was a similar igneous rock and 
certainly had a surface of small rounded features but apparently the visible evidence was best 
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seen with the tide lower where, on the northern edge, the pillows could be seen in section and it 
became clear we were looking at the underside of the pillow structure. 
 

We returned to the main coast path and moved 
north a further 25 metres and here we were 
back in the black Ordovician shales. In this case 
it was noticeable that there were large localised 
sandstone slabs within the shale. Bernard 
clarified that the current view was that these 
represented slabs or clasts that had slid down 
from higher in the continental shelf into the 
deeper pelagic mud. Once again we saw 
excellent examples of the skid marks on the sole 
of greywacke beds (see photo left) and in one 
specific place a clear groove, about 4 m wide, 
had been cut through the original bedding 

sequence providing evidence of a small turbidity channel and another example of the original 
ocean bed environment prior to accretion. 
 
Time was against us and we retraced our route back to the coach. Our thanks were then 
expressed to Dr Bernard Anderson for leading us on such an interesting day and covering so 
many aspects of the area’s complicated genesis. 
 
The coach returned us for our last night at the 
Halfway House Hotel. A celebratory party meal 
was preceded by a thanks to those in the RGS 
that had helped make the trip such a success, 
notably David Ward, who had tirelessly put in 
great effort to make it all happen so smoothly. 
Appropriately there was a ‘limerick competition’ 
to laugh about and ‘silly hats’ (see photo right) 
with relevant Antrim geological sequences 
written on them were produced by Susan Barr to 
ensure the party meal had a geo-flavour! 
 

 

 

Saturday September 22
nd

 – Belfast Museum and the trip home 
After an unusually leisurely morning we all packed our 
bags (with specimens) onto the coach and were driven 
south back to Belfast. Kirkwood coaches had kindly 
agreed to drop us all off at The Ulster Museum where we 
had been promised by Philip and some of our leaders an 
excellent geological section. Sure enough, we were all 
impressed and entertained by the local geology displays, 
together with dinosaurs and a superb exhibition of sea 
floor fossils. We had a limited time in the museum, 
however, as Airport check-in/security was a necessary 
evil for the lunchtime flight. 
 

A trouble-free flight and we were soon back at Gatwick, praying our bags had found the right flight. 
From here we split into our travel groups and returned home, with David Ward particularly 
deserving a well-earned rest! 
 
Report by Chris Fone and photos by Chris Hooper and other members of the group 


